H3C AD-Campus 5.0 Solution
- Build a user-centric campus network

Enterprise networks today have great challenges facing growing mobility, emergence of IoE and system rigidity. To ensure efficiency, security, and user experience, you need a unified platform for design, deployment, and management, an AIOps system to perform continuous monitoring and assurance.

H3C Application-Driven Campus (AD-Campus) Solution is innovative campus network solution built on SeerNetwork Architecture (SNA). It helps you build a future-proofed campus network with more simplicity, security and intelligence. With open architecture and deep intelligence, AD-Campus is along with partner to be committed to solve existing challenges and assist customers to accelerate digital innovation and transformation.

More Simplicity
• Hands-free during device onboarding, service provision and network expansion.
• Focus on your intent and business, rather than network language.
• One-click policy delivery for security compliance.
• Terminals plug and play at any time, at any place with consistent experience.
• A single plane to manage wired & wireless network across campuses.
• Easy auditing with User-IP binding.
• Visualize your network and user health status, providing precise diagnosis and timely prediction.

More Security
• Identify, isolate and group terminals once onboarding.
• Personalized access control and authorization based on identity, location, time and other metrics.
• Application-level security.
• Safeguard endpoints with Endpoints Profiling System (EPS).

More Intelligence* (future)
• Find the root cause of historical problems by time traveling.
• Dynamic threshold enables smart and exact network monitoring.
• Minimize network downtime by anticipating potential problems on hardware and capacity.
• One-click to fix connection issue by Seer Genie App.

- Build a user-centric campus network
SeerNetwork Architecture (SNA) is the next-generation intelligent network architecture launched by H3C. Based on new architecture, AD-Campus solution achieves great convergence and closed loop of continuous monitoring, assurance and optimization.

SNA Center is core component for unification, collaboration and perception. It provides unified management, control, intelligent analytics, and service orchestration capabilities for the entire network.

As SDN controller, SeerEngine translates business intent into network language to achieve automated end-to-end service provisioning. With GUI and policy matrix, all initialization and policy will be done by several clicks, liberating network engineers or managers from complicated command lines.

SeerAnalyzer* (future) is the intelligent analytic engine in AD-Campus based on AI and Big Data. It provides comprehensive visibility by collecting and correlating tons of data, and helps customer to sense devices and users concisely, intelligently, and efficiently.

**Flagship Product**

S7500X: Leading performance, hyper convergence chassis switch
S6520X: Full 10GE box switch with flexible hardware expansion
S5560X: All-in-one box switch with rich software features
Wifi-6 AP: 802.11ax flagship, high density and IoT ready

**Use Case**

- AD-Campus can be widely deployed in campus network in education, enterprise, healthcare, government, finance, and utilities.
- Fit for both network build-out and refresh.
- Perform unified management across campuses and branches.

**For More Information**

To view detailed information about AD-Campus solution and related products, visit https://www.h3c.com/en/Solution/Technology_Solution/InterConnect/